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DOG GONE SMART, THE LEADER IN SMART TECHNOLOGY FOR PETS, 
HEADS TO SUPERZOO WITH THEIR LATEST INNOVATIONS! 

 

NORWALK, CT & LAS VEGAS, NV JULY 21-23, 2015 -- Dog Gone Smart Pet Products, a global innovator for the pet industry, will debut 
their newest problem solving pet products at SuperZoo, the National Show for Pet Retailers, July 21-23, 2015 at the Mandalay 
Convention Center in Las Vegas, Nevada Booth #15125. 

 
SuperZoo will highlight Dog Gone Smart’s award winning Dirty Dog Doormat™ line which has won numerous industry awards for its 
Advanced Wicking Technology. Now, for 2015, a NEW and much anticipated GREY color option will be added to this popular line of pet 
products as well as a BRAND NEW SUPER GRIPPER BACKING so there is no slipping or sliding! The Dirty Dog Doormat™ stays in place and 
outperforms the competition.  The wicking power of millions of microfiber strands absorbs up to 7x its weight in water, mud, and dirt to 
protect against any pet mess! Floors stay clean and dry, improving the quality of life for both pets and their owners. Available in 3 sizes, 
including a 5 foot long runner and even an option for cats! The Cat Litter Mat by Dog Gone Smart uses the same wicking technology to 
instantly trap cat litter scatter. 
 
Dog Gone Smart’s newest partner is Pet Adoption Ambassador Jill Rappaport. They have come together in offering the most innovative pet 
products as part of the Rescued Me Collection. Their new “Rubie Roadie” a cuddler bed for small dogs is the first product in this special line 
born out of the love for Rescue Pets, and inspired by Jill and her dog Rubie who travel the country promoting pet adoption. Dog Gone Smart 
designed a stay-clean, bolstered bed to keep small dogs like Rubie calm, comfortable and clean on the road.  This stylish bed has become 
Rubie’s one and only demand when on the media circuit signing “paw”tographs for the “pup”arazzi. Now Dog Gone Smart Pet Products is 
making this bed available to smaller dogs everywhere. The Rubie Roadie is a round canvas design, perfect for smaller dogs to nestle in its 
soft fleece lining and deep cushioned pillow with high sides for added security. The Rubie Roadie Cuddler Bed features Dog Gone Smart’s 
trademark Repelz-It™ Nano-protection which uses both nanotechnology and a state-of-the art bacteriostatic to keep stains, dirt, liquid, 
bacteria and pet odors from clinging to the fabric. Stop by their booth for a demonstration of this cutting-edge technology. 

 
“SuperZoo has always been one of our favorite and most effective showcases for our innovative pet products.  We love getting our newest 

designs in the hands of pet retailers so they can see up close how these problem solving products are must-haves for any pet household.  
This year we have several exciting items to debut as well as many new features to some of our most popular producers. We are confident 
this year will be one of our best yet.  We continue to improve upon our revolutionary use of technology in the pet market, and the thrill of 
demonstrating this technology at SuperZoo is one we always anticipate as important to our brand.” said Dog Gone Smart CEO Chris Onthank. 

 
Dog Gone Smart will showcase their newest outerwear lines, which are a must-have for keeping your dog clean, dry and warm in any 
season. All jackets feature an award winning zipper feature for easy leash attachment and improved functionality. These jackets feature 
the Repelz-It™ technology throughout, and elastic waist with dual belly closures for comfort. Available in 9 sizes ranging from 8-26 inches 
this apparel offers the perfect fit on any dog, and in a variety of vibrant colors that will make your dog the most stylish on the block. 

 
The updated version of their popular Aspen Parka is available in 3 new colors this season! This jacket features a fashionable faux- fur collar 
with a reflective trim. The newly designed NanoBreaker Jacket features mesh lining with a new fleece insert adding versatility with an 
optional layer for extra warmth. The rugged Trailblazer jackets sport a sleek design, with a more tailored fit. 

 
Dog Gone Smart’s NEW NINJA BED is strong enough for even the toughest chewers! This bed is made with heavy-duty nylon and features 
Repelz-lt™ Nano-protection to resist liquid, stains, dirt, bacteria and odor! All this and a *90 Day Chew-proof guarantee! Doesn’t everyone 
know a dog who needs a Ninja? Available in black, khaki, olive in standard crate sizes. 

 
Dog Gone Smart’s Zip ‘N Dri™ is a SMART solution for any wet dog mess. The super absorbent, yet soft, microfiber fabric acts as a super- 
sponge to absorb more than 4x the water mess than traditional cotton towels. Water and dirt stay trapped inside the Zip ‘N Dri™ when 
shaking or dripping dry. Machine washable. Available in 5 sizes for all breeds. It’s the SMARTER way to dry your dog! 

 
Dog Gone Smart Pet Products is dedicated bringing you the most innovative problem-solving pet products in today's market, products that 
have been tested and REALLY work! Their new 2015 catalog continues in partnering their passion with their success and features shelter 
dogs who are in need of a loving home, or who have recently been adopted. 
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